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Modeling dialogue implies detecting natural interaction. A pragmatic approach allows to consider the linguistic act composed of several and different features interacting with each other. Data collected for this project comprises three different genres of communication: monological, dialogical and conversational. The project aims to identify and analyze the pragmatic value of multimodal communication spotting the linguistic actions which carry out illocution values. We draw a pragmatic approach to study multimodal interaction combining the L-AcT annotation (Cresti 2000) with the gesture’s architecture designed by Kendon (Kendon 2004). The annotation system is designed to divide the speech units (utterance, intonation units and illocution types) (Hart, Collier, and Cohen 2006) (Cresti 2005) (Moneglia and Raso 2014) from gestural units (Gesture Unit, Gesture Phrase, Gesture Phase). Keeping the Gesture Unit as a superior macro-unit at the other gestural units only for the quantitative purpose, we realize a matching between gesture and speech units. These units work together to form the communicative intention of the speaker that can be recognizable by the Illocution Type. This annotation system leads to understanding how speakers realize multimodal linguistic actions and how different modalities work.

1. Introduction

The main issue in dialogic modelling studies concerns the information management of agents participating in an interaction. Consequently, one of the basic tasks of the main theoretical models on dialogue is to understand the consistency between a dialogic move and its response (Ginzburg and Fernández 2010).

Our goal is to build a model of annotation based on spontaneous spoken language and linguistic units perceptually identified using a pragmatic approach for data segmentation. We intend to illustrate the modelling method of a multimodal corpus of Italian spontaneous speech that can help to detect information management on a computational basis that can also serve as a prototype for the creation of a larger multimodal corpus of spontaneous spoken data. Human communication is defined as multimodal as it occurs through several channels and indices (Fontana 2009). Linguistic action, realized by speakers, is composed by speech, gestures, facial expressions, and context. Each channel is also characterized by several features: speech is characterized by prosody, loudness, intonation, and voice quality, while gestures by rhythm, form, and representation mode. Multimodality is a recent and multidisciplinary field of study. The term was used by Charles Goodwin and Gunther Kress Theo van Leeuwen in the
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mid of 1990s in different fields of study: Goodwin referred to multimodality within the ethnomethodology and Conversational Analysis, while Kress and van Leeuwen within the socio-semiotic studies (Jewitt, Bezemer, and O’Halloran 2016). Despite the growing popularity of the concept of multimodality within different approaches, there still lacks a clear and shared notion of multimodality it is possible to argue that there is still « the need for studying how different kinds of meaning making are combined into an integrated, multimodal whole that scholars attempted to highlight when they started using the term ‘multimodality’» (Jewitt, Bezemer, and O’Halloran 2016). Linguistics’ interest in multimodality is recent. As a matter of fact, before Kendon and McNeill’s work, gesture was regarded as non-verbal communication and only studied in psychology and sociology. Kendon and McNeill have shown that gestures have an important cognitive and linguistic function and that gestures and speech are tightly linked. For McNeill, gesture and speech, are two different sides of the thought: gestures are figurative, holistic, and concise; while speech is arbitrary, analytical, and linear. Consequently, these two aspects of language reside in two different ways of thinking: one figurative and the other propositional. McNeill considers the tension between these two ways of thinking as the urge to think and communicate. In brief, McNeill claims that the gesture is a window on “thought” (McNeill 2011), whereas Kendon sees gesture and speech as two modalities that achieve the utterance. Thus, gesture and speech work together to create the utterance’s significance: «an utterance is looked upon as an ‘object’ constructed for others from components fashioned from spoken language and gesture» (Kendon 2004). Recent studies have shown experimentally the tight link between fluent speech and gesture production. Graziano and Gullberg examined the supposed compensatory role of gestures by detecting their distribution to speech disfluencies in Dutch and Italian speakers. They found that speakers’ gestures mainly occur with a fluent gesture both in Italian and Dutch and that gestures are hold back more frequently in disfluent speech. The first finding shows a very strong connection between fluent speech and gesture production, against the Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis’(Krauss and Hadar 1999) predication according to which gestures occur more frequently during speech disfluencies. Moreover, the second finding reinforces the notion that speech and gesture form an integrated system showing that «when speech stops, so does gesture» (Graziano and Gullberg 2018). Cavicchio and Kita studied gestural communication in early bilinguals, detecting the gestural transfer through gesture’ parameters (gesture rate and gesture salience), when speakers switch languages. They found that when bilinguals switch language, their gesture parameters switch accordingly with the language they talk. This result also supports the idea that human language is multimodal (Cavicchio and Kita 2013). Increasing interest in multimodal communication, especially in gesture studies, has requested more and more data to detect these fields and resulted in a considerable growth of multimodal corpora. This raises two issues that are addressed in our study. First, the increase of multimodal corpora leads to an increase in the annotation systems available: almost one per corpus. Second, the data is generally elicited, collected in the laboratory through the use of tasks, interviews, retelling, or TV videos, generating an underrepresentation of spontaneous spoken data. With this project, we propose an annotation system that is easy to use and clear, since, at the best of our knowledge, there still «lack an adequate conceptual apparatus, transcription system and terminology for dealing with the phenomena of gesture» (Kendon 2004). Furthermore, we use spontaneous spoken data which allows to capture more closely the natural occurring speech-gesture interaction and fill a gap in the language data used in this research field. The following sections describe the theoretical approach, the annotation system, and
the data collection process. In this work, we define gestures each movement of the hand and head related to the interaction.

2. Theoretical approach

To spot out the model and the method to create a multimodal corpus we start from the notion of Linguistic Action. This idea, based on the Austinian theoretical framework, is developed within the Language into Act Theory designed by Emanuela Cresti (Cresti 2000). Taking into consideration the pragmatic value of gestures argued by scholars (Kendon 2004); (Müller, Ladewig, and Bressem 2013); (Loehr 2014); (Cienki 2017), we found necessary to extend this notion to gesture analysis. However, this approach raises the issue of speech flow segmentation. In fact, despite scholars recognize the architecture structure of gesture spotted by Kendon and reviewed by Kita (Kita, Van Gijn, and Van der Hulst 1997), it lacks a clear and shared coding of gestures’ type or gestures’ functions. To date, each decoding system is based on purpose study and the different theoretical approaches adopted. The following section illustrates our approach based on the Language into Act Theory and on the pragmatic value of gestures. The aim is to create a pilot corpus of spontaneous data that allows to detect speech as a multimodal unit under the assumption that the speech act is composed by different features interacting with each other. We believe that a multimodal corpus based on a pragmatic approach and on Linguistics Action notion, could allow future research to provide an empirical criterion to detect and define the notion of multimodal unit.

2.1 Language into Act Theory

L-Act is based on the Speech Act theory of Austin and elaborated on empirical observations of spontaneous speech corpora. This theory views speech as aroused by the speaker’s affect toward the addressee and that is realized into a speech act with pragmatic value. In this model, the pragmatic function is considered the main function of speech that manages the linguistic feature and the syntactic structure. Prosody plays an important role within the illocutionary and locutionary act relationship, indeed it expresses the pragmatic function of the speech act making it a real audible entity. The information structure is built around the necessary and sufficient unit called Comment and that could be accompanied by other optional units with which it forms the information pattern. The additional units take on different functions: Topic, Parenthesis, Appendix, Locutive Introducer, and Discourse Markers. L-AcT has made a proposal, modelled through corpus-driven research, inside the debate on the speech flow segmentation and speech reference units. The proposal is based on two types of reference units prosodically identified: utterance and stanza. The utterance is the minimal and primary linguistic unit characterized by a terminated prosodic boundary and that accomplishes a single speech act; on the other side, a stanza is formed by a sequence of weak Comments that do not correspond to a sequence of utterances. Stanza is not strictly governed by pragmatics principles but rather follows strategies of textual construction (Moneglia and Raso 2014)(Panunzi and Scarano 2009). Thus, speech reference units are linguistic entities based on semantic, pragmatic, and prosodic features. Identification of reference units occurs prosodically through perceptual recognition of terminated or non-terminated boundaries by the annotator. L-AcT illocutionary classification is based on the speaker’s affective activation toward the addressee and on corpus analysis that leads researchers to identify five mains illocutionary classes: refusal, assertion, direction, expression, and ritual. It’s important to point out that, unlike other proposals for
which the illocution’s accomplishment is ensured only by the change and transformation of the world, «from the L-AcT perspective, the illocutionary activation (originating from the affect) is accomplished regardless of its subsequent recognition and takes place in the world even in the absence of acceptance or understanding by some party» (Cresti 2020).

As mentioned above, the illocutionary value is expressed only by the Comment unit. Moreover, L-AcT is supported by prosodic model referring to works of IPO (Hart, Collier, and Cohen 2006). Between the Information Pattern and Prosodic Pattern, there is a correspondence (Moneglia and Raso 2014).

This framework considers speech as a pragmatic activity performed by the speaker: « it [L-AcT] stressed that prosody plays a mandatory role in the performance of the utterance and its linguistic identification. Moreover, L-AcT foresees that the internal information organization of the utterance is governed by pragmatic principles and is crucially mediated by prosody» (Moneglia and Raso 2014). Relating this with other evidence of the gesture prosody’ relationship, we want to extend L-AcT to gesture analysis. We think that starting from a well-defined framework and an utterance’s definition based on perception can be useful to study multimodal utterance from a pragmatic view. We believe that a pragmatic approach of this kind, which sees language as an action that arises from an affective impulse and is concretely realized in speech, represents a good method to detect how different features work to create a language action. Thus, in this framework, linguistic analysis cannot be separated from the analysis of the units physically produced through speech and perceptually recognizable by speakers. Considering that language is a multimodal linguistic act, it seems that is necessary to extend this approach to the gestural aspect as well.

2.2 Gesture and pragmatics

In the past, the gesture was a matter of pragmatics because it was not considered like a linguistics feature, this traditional view arose from the influence of generative linguistics (Cienki 2017). In recent years, several studies showed that gestures are features of verbal communication and underlined that gestures play a crucial role either in the cognitive part (McNeill 2008) and in the pragmatics (Kendon 2004) of the speech.

Kendon argued that some Italian gesture has pragmatic functions. He described gestures that mark the illocutionary force of an utterance (illocutionary marker gestures), and gestures that have the function to indicate the status of the unit inside a discourse (discourse unit marker gestures). Kendon concludes that «speakers may use gestures which can explicitly mark a given stretch of speech as being a particular type of speech act. Within a discourse, they can differentiate gesturally topic from comment, or indicate what units are ‘focal’ for their arguments», he named these gestures ‘pragmatic’ (Kendon 1995). Bressem and Müller spotted a list of recurrent gestures in German that carry out pragmatics function and illocutionary values (Bressem and Müller 2014). Enfield and colleagues (Enfield, Kita, and De Ruiter 2007) - studying Laos people - have distinguished two types of pointing gestures based on the role played by the gesture in constructing the information of the utterance: B-point (big in form) and S-point (small in form). The first one pointing gesture’ type plays a necessary role within the multimodal utterance while added speech is merely supportive of B-point. Whereas, the S-point gestures are more dependent and more hidden in the information structure of the utterance. «While a B-point is doing the primary work of the utterance, with speech playing a supporting role, an S-point adds a backgrounded modifier to an utterance in which speech is central» (Enfield, Kita, and De Ruiter 2007). An S-point represents a
low risk communicative action, which might save the speaker against a potentially high social and interpersonal cost (Enfield 2006).

All these works, despite different approaches and theoretical views, can contribute to extending the idea of linguistic action like a multimodal action. Because gestures play an important pragmatic role (expressing several functions) it is important to recognize that the gestural part is not a correlated feature of the utterance, but gestures carry out – with speech - the linguistic action.

Indeed, Kendon defines gesture as «a name for visible action when it is used as an utterance or as a part of an utterance» (Kendon 2004) and sees the utterance as «any unit of activity that is treated by those co-present as a communicative 'move', 'turn' or contribution». Such units of activity may be constructed from speech or from visible bodily action or from combinations of these two modalities» (Kendon 2004). Bressem and Müller based their study on the multimodal utterance in kendonian sense. Whereas Enfield speaks about a composite utterance defining it «as a communicative move that incorporates multiple signs of multiple types» (Enfield 2009). The composite utterance has a coded meaning – which consists of lexical and grammatical values (e.g. conventional linguistic sign) – and an enriched meaning that can be indexical if it explains the unclear utterance’s references – this can be realized either explicitly (by an indexical symbol like “this”) than implicitly (by the copresence in the time and the space like no-smoking notice) – or implicational according to the gricean model – so the meaning is achieved either through a codex system and by an interpretation based on a common ground (Enfield 2009). The idea of a multimodal utterance seems to be a theoretical concept, based on empirical evidence, but that cannot become a useful unit to linguistic analysis. There is not a definition based on practical features as well as the spoken utterance. If on the one hand, Kendon did not define multimodal utterance practically, on the other hand, Enfield referred to the composite utterance of the social interaction’s basic unit, that he called move according to Groffman’s theory which says: «a move may be defined as a recognizable unit contribution of communicative behavior constituting a single, complete pushing forward of an interactional sequence by means of making in some relevant social action recognizable (e.g., requesting the salt, passing it, saying thanks)» (Enfield 2009). Considering these theoretical frameworks, we aim to draw a pragmatic approach to study the multimodal spontaneous interaction. We start from the concept of language as action and then try to detect how and which basic units can compose the linguistic action. Specifically, how the different basic units (prosodic and gestural) interact and relate to each other in making the action. To do this we base our method on the efficient theoretical model of Language into Act (Cresti 2000).

3. The annotation system

Several studies drew annotation systems for the gesture. Each one is characterized by its method, research purpose, and tag definition. Some examples can be represented by NEUROGES, CoGesT, and LASG. NEUROGES is a coding system based on the assumption that gestures are closely linked to cognitive, emotional, and interactive processes. This system is well organized and divided into three modules (Kinesics, relation between the hands, and cognition/emotion) and several steps. This coding system is fine-grained and thus presents dozens of labels (Lausberg 2013) (Lausberg and Sloetjes 2016).

CoGesT (Conversational Gesture Transcription), was created to provide a transcription system for linguistic analysis and automatic processing of gestures. This system distinguishes gestures into Simplex gestures and Compound gestures. In the first one
there are two types, place static – a gesture that holds a specific hand configuration – and place dynamic where gestures are characterized by Source, Trajectory, and Target; these attributes are represented as a vector (Gibbon et al. 2003) (Trippel et al. 2004).

LASG (Linguistic Annotation System for Gesture), offers an annotation of gestures grounded in a cognitive linguistic approach and refers to a form-based approach for gesture analysis. It provides several levels of annotation: annotation for the gesture that includes sub-level as determining units, annotation of forms, motivation of form; annotation of speech that includes as sub-level to turn and intonation unit; and annotation of gesture about speech with other sub-levels as prosody, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics (Bressem, Ladewig, and Müller 2013). All these examples are excellent annotation systems, but they present problems for the creation of a spontaneous speech corpus and for an annotation system that can be usable with spontaneous and large data. We aim to offer a simplified and efficient annotation system that can point out how gesture and speech create a multimodal utterance. We think that it is necessary to segment the gestural and speech flow on basic units that are perceptually detectable: the intonation units for speech, and the movement units for gestures. Furthermore, we consider intonation the crucial element of the utterance that is perceptually well-defined and linguistically meaningful. Loehr showed that gesture and prosody are tightly connected, both channels – gesture and speech – work together to construct discourse and to regulate interaction. This relationship was found either in production and perception, in all ages, and in dozens of languages (Loehr 2007) (Loehr 2014). We want to unify the L-AcT annotation – that emphasize the intonation’s role in the speech – with the gesture’s architecture designed by Kendon that offers an important gesture’s structure composed of the single unit and phase of gestural movement (Kendon 1972).

The idea is to create a transcription and annotation system that can identify the basic units on a perceptual basis. On the one hand, as we have seen above, we have a model like Language into Action Theory that gives us the means and evidence to identify utterances and intonation units of the spoken modality and therefore on auditory perception. On the other hand, for gestural transcription and annotation, we lack a widely shared model. Kendon’s and McNeill’s studies provide an architecture of the gesture that manages to identify the units that make up the gesture without being able to univocally correlate linguistic values to the different units. It seems clear that there is a necessary and sufficient unity, represented by the stroke phase. And undoubtedly some studies show us some evidence on how in certain context gestures manage to express pragmatic and semantic values through means and solutions that seem conventionalized. For this reason, we found it is necessary to keep speech and gesture annotation separate. The two parallel annotations are based on a perceptual method that is auditory for speech and visual for the gesture. The multimodality of linguistic action emerges from the annotation of illocution, which represents the linguistic element that characterizes in our opinion the use of semantic, intonation, and gestural elements.

3.1 Speech transcription and annotation

Spoken language is characterized by several specific phenomena, some of which are related to the interaction – e.g. overlapping, vocalization, and retracting – other phenomena are related to linguistic features like intonation. Spoken language transcription cannot leave out these specific features that allow making a spoken text interpretable.

LABLITA corpora offer a good transcription method based on L-AcT and CHAT format (Cresti 2000). As previously mentioned, L-AcT is an extension of Austin’s Speech Act theory and sees the speech as a result of the speaker’s pragmatic activities. Prosody
plays a pivotal role in the performance of the utterance. Moreover, the utterance’s information organization is based on pragmatic principles and is mediated by prosody. L-AcT theory provides a tool of description and annotation for spontaneous speech. The format CHAT LABLITA was created in accordance with this framework, that implements format CHAT, created within the project CHILDES, including intonation and its function of demarking of utterance and information units.

As discussed above, the speech flow is segmented perceptually into tone units marked by prosodic breaks that can be terminated or non-terminated. The first one marks the utterance boundaries and is represented using two slashes //; the second one marks other prosodic units inside the utterance and is represented using only one slash /. For the transcription of other phenomena – like non-linguistic sound, fragments, words interrupted, retracting, and overlapping – the format provides a complete repertoire as is illustrated in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>//</td>
<td>Terminated prosodic break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td>Terminated prosodic break (interrogative intonation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. . .</td>
<td>Terminated prosodic break (suspensive intonation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>Terminated prosodic break (interrupted sequence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>Non-terminated prosodic break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>False start with repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>//</td>
<td>False start with partial repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>Overlapping start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>Overlapping end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>Signal to repeat relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp;</td>
<td>Vocalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hhh</td>
<td>Paralinguistics or non-linguistics vocal phenomenon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xxx</td>
<td>Unintelligible word</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The figure 1 shows a stretch of the speech transcription and annotation.

3.2 Gesture annotation

To transcribe gestures, we use the gesture’s architecture drawn by Kendon. It is hierarchical and composed by a macro-unit called Gesture-Unit, that is «entire excursion, from the moment the articulators begin to depart from the position of relaxation until the moment when they finally return to one» (Kendon 2004). This excursion is divided into Gesture-Phrase, that is «what we call a ‘gesture’» (McNeill 2008). Also, Gesture-Phase is composed by three other units called Gesture-Phases, that are preparation (the limbs
that move from a rest position), stroke («it is the phase of the excursion in which the movement dynamics of effort and shape are manifested with greatest clarity») (Kendon 2004), recovery or retraction (the phase that follows the stroke, when the hand returns to a relaxed position), sometimes can be a hold phase «a phase in which the articulator is sustained in the position at which it arrived at the end of the stroke» (Kendon 2004) (Kita, Van Gijn, and Van der Hulst 1997). The figure 2 shows a stretch of the gesture transcription.

3.3 Multimodal relation between annotations

The model aims to identify and analyze how the basic units - units perceptively interpretable - interrelate each other to form the pragmatic value of the multimodal utterance performed in a spontaneous interaction. This can be achieved starting from the utterance’s idea defined by Cresti. In order to make L-AcT a multimodal model, it is necessary to correlate the gesture transcript with the speech transcript. Throughout this approach, it will be possible to spot the linguistic actions with illocution values, realized by the interaction of gestural and spoken features like Prosody units, Prosodic breaks, Illocution types, Gesture phrases, and Gesture phases.

The annotation system is designed to divide the speech units from the gestural units. The speech annotation structure has two units: a) utterance, b) prosodic units (Cresti 2000) (Moneglia and Raso 2014). The gestural annotation, instead, has these units: a) Gesture Unit, b) Gesture Phrase, c) Gesture Phase (Kendon 2004). Applying this method makes it possible to analyze two different modalities together and detect how speech acts are realized. Keeping the Gesture Unit as a superior macro-unit at the other gestural units only for the quantitative purpose, allows to match gesture and speech basic units that work together to form the communicative intention of speaker that can be recognizable by the Illocution Type. To annotate the Illocution class we use the five general class spotted out by Cresti: Refusal, assertion, direction, expression, and ritual (Cresti 2005) (Cresti 2020).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPEECH UNITS</th>
<th>GESTURAL UNITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utterance</td>
<td>↔ Gesture Phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodic Unit</td>
<td>↔ Gesture Phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illocution Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Utterance is associated with Gesture Phrase because both are the higher units and because it is possible to identify perceptually: the Utterance by the terminate prosodic break, and Gesture Phrase by the direction’s change, the movement’s rhythm,
or for the movement’s end. The Prosodic Unit is associated with the Gesture Phase because they are the units that categorize the meaning’s features: the root on one side – the intonation units of speech that is necessary and sufficient to the utterance – and the stroke on the other side – the meaningful gestural unit. We believe that applying this annotation system can lead to understanding how speakers realize multimodal linguistic actions. In particular, it makes possible to detect how the multimodal action is composed by the different features of different modalities. Data are annotated using software ELAN, which means the annotation is organized into tiers. The template is organized into two parts for each speaker: the spoken part that has the main tier called “utterance” – where speech is transcribed – and a depended tier called “Prosodic unit”; the gestural part with the main tier “G-Units” with a depended tier “G-Phrases” that is parent tier of “G-Phases”. The tier with the illocution value is independent (figure 3).

This annotation system allows to detect how the different basic units interact with each other during a spontaneous interaction, performing a linguistic action. In this way, it will be possible to investigate how the phenomena of overlapping, interruption, and retracting interact in the relationship between speech units and gestural units. Most importantly, this annotation system allows us to investigate how the different linguistic actions of speakers collaborate for the construction of speech. In fact, data collected in a spontaneous context give the possibility to bring out phenomena that would not emerge with elicited data. From a computational point of view, this corpus will empower to monitor typical phenomena of spontaneous interaction to create a dialogue model. In communicative exchanges in spontaneous contexts, you can observe natural events and phenomena. In the example below (figure 4), it is possible to see how a gesture, which according to McNeill should be defined as a speech-linked gesture (a gesture that occupies a grammatical slot in a sentence) (McNeill 2008), fully realizes the semantic and illocutionary value of the utterance. Despite this, the gesture does not appear to be coded on a typological or semantic basis, according to the coding proposed by scholars. The figure 4 shows the boy responding to the girl who had asked why he had not studied. The boy responds by saying “because...” and making the gesture.

4. Collecting Data and tools

Constructing a corpus implies following several principles in the collection and organization of the data that are related to the corpus type and the research objectives. The main concept that guides these principles is quantitative and qualitative representativeness. The goal of our project is to draw a method and an approach to the creation of a multimodal corpus of spontaneous spoken Italian. For this reason, our pilot corpus is composed by different communicative situations and different data collection points. Italy has a great diatopic variation based on a large dialectal variability. We collect our
data in two cities, Firenze and Catania, aiming to capture spoken Italian that is influenced by dialectal substratum. In fact, how Interfaces Hypothesis shown (Kita and Özyürek 2003), the gestural form depends also on the information’s organization of a specific linguistics system.

Following studies from Özyürek, who shows that the number of participants influences gestures and the shared space during a conversation (Özyürek 2002), we collected data from three different genres of communication: monological – which includes only one speaker (e.g., a lecture) with listeners; dialogical – that includes only two participants interacting; conversation – more than two participants. Interactions occurred in a natural context (a lecture at the university and conversations at the private homes of the participants) and were all spontaneous. With this design, we are collecting six different communicative situations: three genres for two different places. Participants were 20 – 60 years old with a secondary high school degree as the minimum education. At the start of the recording, participants are informed that they are recorded for research in linguistics. The goal of the recording is disclosed at the end of the session by handing in a piece of detailed information about the purpose of recording and its dissemination. For the recording, we use one or two cameras – GoPro Hero 6 – and one or two audio recorders – Zoom H6 – with a panoramic microphone (120°). We record participants during a real communicative event, like planning a meeting, a lecture, or a meeting with friends so the set change for each recording. In the following table, it is possible to see a resume of the interactions recorded.

5. Conclusions

The modeling of a multimodal corpus proposed shows the complexity of natural occurring interaction: speakers use several tools, like intonation and gesticulation, to communicate. Information is conveyed through different channels with different modes, hence the multimodal nature of interaction. To create a dialogic model that can be effective
and close to the reality of the speakers, we believe it may be useful to base extracting a model based on a pragmatically annotated multimodal corpus. The pragmatic approach allows us to consider the linguistic act composed by several and different basic units that interact with each other: sound, prosody, gesture, metaphor, grammar, and rhythm. Our method is based on L-AcT annotation scheme (Cresti 2000), adding the gestural annotation. The main contribution of our study to this filed of research is the use of spontaneous data, which brings to light phenomena that cannot be elicited in a laboratory environment. To conclude, multimodal corpora represent a valuable opportunity to investigate the management of action linguistics between speakers through the two main modalities used in spontaneous interaction. This type of transcription undoubtedly allows the possibility of computational analysis of the relationships between language acts, gestures, and intonation.
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